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Two celebrity suicides show importance of getting help
Hope and good treatment available, psychiatrist says
BY HELEN ADAMS
adamshel@musc.edu

J

une’s suicides of travel host and
author Anthony Bourdain and
designer Kate Spade are a stark reminder
of the fact that the suicide rate in the
U.S. is on the rise. From 1999 to 2016, it
went up 28 percent. In South Carolina,
it rose almost 40 percent.
MUSC Health psychiatrist Jeffrey
Cluver, associate professor in the
Department of Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, said the mental
health issues that can lead to suicide
can be well hidden. “People can in
public put on a good face and still be
fairly depressed. It’s not always obvious.
So if you sense that someone is not
functioning as well as they used to, or
especially if they’re isolating themselves,
just ask if they’re feeling depressed or
anxious or they’re OK.”
He’s encouraging anybody who’s
having suicidal thoughts to call the
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at
1-800-273-8255. It’s open 24 hours a day.
And if you know someone who is
suicidal, treat it as a medical emergency,
Cluver said. “Call for help, whether
that’s 911, or if they’re already seeing a
provider, calling that provider and asking
for guidance. Stand by that person’s side
until they get some help.”
If you’re worried about somebody
but it’s not clear that they’re in a crisis,
Cluver said you should speak up. “You
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don’t have to have a magic thing to
say. Just engage and say are you OK,
are you hurting, is there anything I can
do? The more people the better. One
of the predictors of suicide is lack of
social support. It can be chronic or in
the moment. Just having dialogue and
engaging can go a long way.”
So why is the suicide rate rising in
the U.S.? “We don’t know,” Cluver
said. “The risk factors for suicide are
well elucidated, but there’s not enough
research that goes into suicide.”
The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention cites several factors that
contribute to suicide in people with and
without mental health issues:
q Relationship problem
q Problematic substance use
q Crisis in the past or upcoming two
weeks
q Criminal legal problem
q Physical health problem
q Loss of housing
q Job/financial problem
Cluver said feeling hopeless can also
lead to suicidal thoughts, along with
chronic pain. “There’s good treatment
out there for depression and any other
mental illness people have. There’s help,
and we need to stop treating mental
illness like it’s not an illness.”
“We need to end the stigma
surrounding mental health treatment,”
Cluver said. “I’d say the higher up the
social and economic ladder you climb,
potentially the worse the stigma gets. You
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Image Provided
Suicide is the 10th leading cause of death overall in the U.S., killing
almost 45,000 people. (Source: National Institute of Mental Health)
want to be seen as omnipotent person
who’s in control and you worry about
how it’s going to affect your career. Some
people have started to buck that trend,
but it’s a real problem.”
MUSC Health has an Institute of
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Psychiatry with inpatient and outpatient
treatment. The number is 843-792-9888.
You can also find more information
about risk factors and resources on the
MUSC Counseling and Psychological
Services page.
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MUSC ranked in top 2 percent, MUSC veterans group promotes
June 15 Red, White, Blue Jean Ball
universities worldwide
MUSC has been ranked in the top
2 percent of universities worldwide,
according to the Center for World
University Rankings (CWUR) 2018-19
report. Listed as No. 333 out of 18,000
institutions worldwide, MUSC’s most
notable stats were reported by the thirdparty organization as follows:
• National Rank: 111
• Research Output Rank: 421
• Quality Publications Rank: 333
• Influence Rank: 320
• Citations Rank: 222
CWUR uses seven robust and
objective indicators to rank the world’s
universities without relying on surveys
and university data submissions, with
research prowess now accounting for
about 70 percent of the total score:
q Quality of education, measured by
the number of a university's alumni
who have won major international
awards, prizes and medals relative to the
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university's size
q Alumni employment, measured by
the number of a university's alumni who
have held CEO positions at the world's
top companies relative to the university's
size
q Quality of faculty, measured by the
number of academics who have won
major international awards, prizes and
medals
q Research output, measured by the
total number of research papers
q Quality publications, measured by the
number of research papers appearing in
top-tier journals
q Influence, measured by the number
of research papers appearing in highly
influential journals
q Citations, measured by the number of
highly cited research papers
For information about the rankings,
visit http://cwur.org/2018-19.php.
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BY ALEXIS MIZELL
mizella@musc.edu

While the summer offers sun, sand
and celebratory cookouts, there are
also many opportunities to reflect on
America and the many freedoms this
country enjoys. From Memorial and
Independence Day to Labor Day, the
summer months seem to be painted in
patriotic hues of red, white and blue.
The Veterans Resource Group, a recent
addition to the MUSC community,
knows those colors all too well. Founded
to engage veterans of the community and
MUSC enterprisewide, the organization
hopes to increase care team member

and patient veteran involvement and
continuously works to improve the
efforts and recognition of all veterans.
One such way is through its
sponsorship of the June 15 Palmetto
Warrior Connection’s Red, White, and
Blue Jean Ball at Founders Hall, Charles
Towne Landing. This event affords the
newly formed group an opportunity to
engage guests and spread awareness of its
mission within the veteran community.
Tickets range from $50 to $75, and all
proceeds from the event will benefit
local veterans through the Palmetto
Warrior Connection. To purchase tickets
or for more information, visit https://
palmettogoodwill.org/bluejeanball.

TEDx Charleston seeking speakers for spring 2019 event
Technology Entertainment Design (TED) Talks Charleston is now seeking
speakers for its spring 2019 event. In 2017, about 1,000 people attended the event at
the Music Farm and 15,000 were able to watch via live–stream the presentations.
Applications for TEDxCharleston are open through Aug. 17. For information
and to apply, visit https://tedxcharleston.org or to download the TEDxCharleston
informational sheet, visit https://tinyurl.com/ydbrz2vd.
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June “Health Focus” schedule on SC Public Radio
Visit www.southcarolinapublicradio.org/programs/health-focus
June 16 — Segment #1
Topic: Research and New Treatment
for Inherited Childhood Retinal
Disease
Guest: Dr. Mae Millicent Peterseim
Storm Eye Institute’s Pratt Chair for
International Ophthalmology’s Dr.
Mae Peterseim will talk about a new
treatment for one type of inherited
childhood retinal disease.
June 16 — Segment #2
Topic: How the Human Brain
Processes Language
Guest: Dr. Leonardo Bonihla
Neurologist Dr. Leonardo Bonihla
discusses how the human brain
processes language and produces speech.

June 25 — Segment #1
Topic: Biomedicine and Cancer
Research
Guest: Dr. Alan Diehl
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
professor Dr. Alan Diehl will speak
about recent research and discoveries
related to biomedicine and cancer.
June 25 — Segment #2
Topic: Cesarean Delivery
Guest: Dr. Krista Wagoner
MUSC Women’s Health obstetrician
Dr. Krista Wagoner will talk about
cesarean delivery and efforts to reduce
the number of unnecessary C-section
deliveries. Wagoner is an assistant
professor in the Department of OB/
GYN in the College of Medicine.
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Office of Humanities awards first round SHARE grants
Staff Report
The Office of Humanities’ Scholars
of Humanities and Arts Research and
Education (SHARE) grants program
at MUSC has announced awards
totaling $4,500 for humanities–related
projects across the MUSC enterprise.
An additional project was funded in
partnership with Student Programs
and Student Diversity, thanks to the
generosity of Executive Director TaJuan
Wilson, Ed.D.
Recipients include Caitlin Bishop,
RN, whose team will pilot a project
using music as an intervention to reduce
compassion fatigue in Post Anesthesia
Care Unit nurses, and Whitney
Marvin, M.D., assistant professor in
the Department of Pediatrics, who will
measure the impacts of a literature and
medicine reading group on provider
resilience, using the Connor-Davidson

Resilience Scale. The focus of these and
all SHARE grants is to contribute to a
growing body of
knowledge about
the role arts
and humanities
interventions
can have in
health care and
health science
education.
These grants
mark the Office
of Humanities’
Kerr
first round
of pilot-project
funding to support educational arts and
humanities initiatives at MUSC.
“SHARE grants help bring the arts
and humanities together with the health
sciences,” said Office of Humanities
director Lisa Kerr, Ph.D. “Across the
nation and the world, the arts and
humanities are recognized as central

2018 SHARE Grant Awardees
q “Reducing Compassion Fatigue
among PACU Nurses,” PI — Caitlin
Bishop, PACU
q “Literature, Medicine, and
Pediatrics,” PI — Whitney Marvin,
M.D., Department of Pediatrics
q “Designing a Course on
the Power of Images to Teach
Empathetic Patient Care,” PI —
John Dinolfo, Ph.D., Division of
Education and Student Life
q “The Creative Healing Project,”
PIs — Kelly Anne Holes–Lewis,

to the missions of academic health
science centers to prepare empathetic,
person-centered health care providers
and biomedical scientists — and to give

M.D., and Matthew Fadus, M.D.,
Institute of Psychiatry
q “Clinician’s Eye Art Observation
Project,” PIs — Ryan Kane and Robert
Borucki, College of Medicine Gold
Humanism Honor Society
q “Race and Medicine Discussion
Group,” PIs — Alex Rice and Lindsay
Haselden, College of Medicine
second–year students (co-sponsored
with Student Programs and Student
Diversity)

current providers tools for self-care and
resilience.”
Congratulations to all the spring 2018
grant recipients.

Research Grant Highlights
College of Health Professions
Richard Segal, Ph.D.
Intensive Rehabilitation Research Grant Writing
Workshops in the United States (TIGRR), $793,870,
from NIH/NICHD ($793,870), April 1, 2018 to March
31, 2023
College of Nursing
Amanda Gilmore, Ph.D.
Mental Health Services for Victims of Crime Who
Engage in Suicidal or Self-Injurious Behavior, $162,799,
from SC Dept. of Public Safety ($162,799), April 1,
2017 to September 30, 2018
Amanda Gilmore, Ph.D.
Alcohol and Violence Prevention for College Students,
$663,936, from NIH/NIAAA ($663,936), March 15,
2018 to February 28, 2021
Ronald E. Acierno, Ph.D.
Peer Social Support During In Vivo Exposure for
PTSD: A Program to Address Dropout from Prolonged
Exposure, $2,112,716, from DOD ($2,112,716), March
15, 2018 to March 14, 2022

College of Medicine — Cell and Molecular
Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics
Ann-Marie Broome, Ph.D., MBA
BC17026P1 - Development of Novel Moleculary
Targeted Therapy to Secreted Frizzled Related Protein
2 for Breast Cancer, $350,461, from DOD ($350,461),
March 1, 2018 to February 28, 2019
Marcelo Vargas, Ph.D.
Circadian Timekeeping, Oxidative Stress and
Metabolism in ALS Models, $406,085, from NIH/
NINDS ($406,085), May 1, 2018 to April 30, 2020
Dermatology and Dermatologic Surgery
Lara Wine Lee, M.D., Ph.D.
A Multicenter, Randomized, Double-Blind, PlaceboControlled, Phase 3 Study to Evaluate the Efficacy and
Safety of Baricitinib in Adult Patients with Moderate
to Severe Atopic Dermatitis, $156,471, from Eli Lilly
($156,471), March 14, 2018 to March 31, 2021
Medicine
Amarendra Neppalli, M.D.
A Phase Ib Study of the Safety and Pharmacokinetics
of Atezolizumab (Anti-PD-L1 Antibody) Alone or in

Combination With an Immunomodulatory Drug and/
or Daratumumab in Patients With Multiple Myeloma
(Relapsed/Refractory and Post-Autologous Stem Cell
Transplantation), $2,975,594, from Covance, Inc.
($2,975,594), April 18, 2018 to April 17, 2023
Andrew Goodwin, M.D.
The Role of Circulating Micro RNAs in ARDS
Pathogenesis and Outcomes, $537,117, from NIH/
NHLBI ($537,117), July 15, 2017 to April 30, 2020
Betty Tsao, Ph.D.
Transancestral Fine Mapping and Functional Dissection
of Autophagy-Related SLE Risk Loci, $3,518,351, from
NIH/NIAMS ($3,518,351), April 9, 2018 to February
28, 2023
The MUSC Catalyst News Research Grant
Highlights column showcases the MUSC
research community’s grant activities.
For more information about campuswide
research awards, visit the Office of
Research & Sponsored Programs at http://
academicdepartments.musc.edu/research/
orsp/reporting/.
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YES Campaign hits the home stretch, ends June 30

applications.
“Naloxone, brand name Narcan, is
an opioid antagonist that is available as
a nasal spray. What that means is if a
person has ingested too many opioids
BY ANDREW LIPKE
as flu, pneumonia, tetanus, diphtheria
and finds him or herself in an overdose
and
pertussis.
situation, a family member, friend or
lipke@musc.edu
The Family Meal Coupons Project
bystander can administer naloxone. It
This year’s YES Campaign has seen an reinforces the importance of putting
essentially travels to the opioid receptor
explosion of generous employee giving,
patients and families first. In many
and knocks the opioids off, thereby
with the thermometer currently rising
instances, family members at the
quickly taking a patient out of an overdose
toward the $440,000 mark.
Children’s Hospital do not have the
situation.”
Since 1985, this 90–day fundraiser has means to purchase meals while their
Clint Ross, Pharm.D., assistant
benefited scores of hospital programs.
children are recoving. Through this
professor in the College of Pharmacy,
Thanks to the generosity of MUSC’s
program, meal tickets are provided to
agreed, adding, “The provision of
faculty and employees, over $8 million
patients’ family members who otherwise
naloxone to patients at risk for opioid
has been raised, which will improve the
might go hungry while providing constant
overdose also allows a perfect opportunity
lives of countless patients and enhance
comfort and support at their loved one’s
Photo by Andrew Lipke to provide education regarding overdose
numerous programs. With June well
Naloxone is a lifesaving nasal spray prevention and the importance of calling
bedsides.
underway, there is still time to give to the
The Bone Marrow Transplant Pediatric that’s being used to counteract
911.”
opioid overdose. This is a current
fund of your choice, and many programs Bone Marrow Psychological program
Providing this nasal spray to a patient’s
YES Family Fund project in the
are in need of your support.
strives to negate the negative effects of
family or loved one helps combat the
The CARES Clinic Vaccination
isolation on children during bone marrow Institute of Psychiatry.
needless death that often follows an
Program, for instance, is dedicated to
transplants. Providing entertainment and
opioid overdose. Cooler explained that
making medical health care accessible
fun activities lift patients’ spirits and aid
kits containing naloxone are given to
to breathe. In the past, many have died
to people regardless of race, religion
in their recoveries.
those who are identified through a
waiting for EMS services to arrive with
or economic background. Every year
The Harm Reduction Strategies to
screening process as “at risk” and have no
a drug that the MUSC team can now
physicians and students volunteer their
Combat Opioid Overdose program
other means to obtain it.
provide, often free of charge.
time to treat disadvantaged patients.
provides a valuable service to those in
While the YES Campaign has provided
Jordan Cooler, a current secondThese preventive and often lifesaving
potentially deadly situations. During an
necessary funding for many vital programs
year psychiatry pharmacist resident,
inoculations are provided free of charge to opioid overdose, respiration slows and
at MUSC and in the Charleston
explained the drug naloxone’s lifesaving
protect against a variety of illnesses such
many find themselves no longer able
community for more than 30 years, there
is still so much more to accomplish.
Whitney McLuen, employee campaign
2018 YES Family Fund Projects
coordinator, orchestrates the YES
Campaign each year. She explained how
q Ozzie’s Project — 7East/Child Life
Conferencing Technology in PCICU — Pediatric
important giving is to the future of many
Cardiovascular ICU (PCICU)
q CARES Vaccination Program — Family Medicine
valuable programs.
q VECTA Distraction Station for Pediatric Emergency
q Rides and Resources for Recovery — Institute of
“This year, we received 35 applications,
Departments — Child Life
Psychiatry
but
unfortunately, while support to the
q (BMT )Pediatric Bone Marrow Psychological Program — q Operation Bag Buddy- Institute of Psychiatry 4N —
YES
Family Fund continues to grow in
Addictions Unit
Child life/ Hematology/ Oncology
each
year’s YES Campaign, we still don’t
q Summerville Clinic Family Requests — MUSC Specialty q Project Secure the Small Fries–Car/Booster seat
have
enough to cover the growing need of
vouchers — Case Management and Care Transitions
Clinic and After Hours Care
financial support.”
q Child and Adolescent Unit Environmental Enrichment
q Harm Reduction Strategies at MUSC to Combat
While wrapping up this year’s
Project — Institute of Psychiatry
the Opioid Overdose Epidemic: Providing Take Home
campaign, the wise words of Charles
q Healing Through Music — Child/Youth Psychiatry
Naloxone Nasal Spray to High-Risk Patients — Pharmacy
Dickens ring true. “No one is useless in
Services
q Cardiac Condiment Caddy — A5 EX
this world who lightens the burdens of
q Project Pressure Vests — Institute of Psychiatry
q Musical Mondays — 5 East ART
another.”
q Can–Teen Support Group — Pediatric Hematology/
q Charleston Teen and Family EMPOWERR Program —
The last day to give to the YES
Oncology
Psychiatry
Campaign is June 30. To donate to
q Children’s Hospital Grief Resources — PICU/7C Child q Discharge Hang Tags to Protect our Vulnerable Infants
MUSC’s family fund projects, please visit
Life
and Reduce Readmissions — Case Management/Neonatal
the online page https://giving.musc.edu/
q Patient and Family Centered Care and Video
ICU
yes.

In last days of three-month employee giving
campaign, there’s still time to give
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Shurene Simmons
Department; How long at MUSC
Admitting/Patient Access Services; 23
years
How are you changing what’s possible
at MUSC
By providing excellent customer services to
everyone who enters my door
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Oﬀering 10% oﬀ services for all
MUSC employees an stu ents!
Locate at

125 Cannon St

Parking provided behind salon
Charleston, South Carolina 29403
843-577-7595
www.tabularasacharleston.com
salon@tabularasacharleston.com
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JOHNS ISLAND, SC 29455

Family
Daughter, Chelsea, and granddaughters,
Layla and Leilani (my angels)
A unique talent you have
I’m a floral designer operating a part-time
business. I love decorating for all types of
celebrations.

Who in history would you most like to
meet and why
Former U.S. President Barack Obama and
wife Michelle Obama
Favorite quote
“Don’t let someone else’s opinion of you
become your reality.” — Les Brown

Beatthe Heatat InnovationStation
June11-15,
2018
It's summertime
at Innovation
Station,andwewantto make
sureourstudents
, faculty,& staffhaveall theirtechnology
essentialsbeforethe much-anticipated
vacationseason
.
• Clearance
SaleonSelectDellModels
• EKOStethoscopes
& EKOCoreAttachments
50%off
• 35%off Beats®Headphones,
TwelveSouth,Allocacoc
, andiHealth
productsll

This charming 4 bedroom, 2.5 bath Charleston-style home
has been metic lo sly cared for and is move in ready!
Do ble front porches welcome yo to this open plan with
hardwoods on the entire first floor and pgraded light
fixt res. From the entry foyer yo will notice the spacio s
dining room (c rrently sed as a living room/office)
Visit www.edhunnicutt.com for more info.
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HUNN IC UTT

Call Ed Hunnicutt for more info:

843.270.0292

IP02-1701224-1

Best thing about living in Charleston
Historical sites and the hospitality of people
who live here

4 BEDS, 2 FULL BATHS,
1 HALF BATH, 2,599 SQFT

©arolina One
Real Estate
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Shark Tank competition brings
out most innovative ideas
BY MIKIE HAYES
hayesmi@musc.edu

W

ith reality TV shows like “Real
Housewives” and “Southern
Charm” reportedly not adding to the
American brain trust, there is one
particular bright spot in the lineup —
ABC’s “Shark Tank.” With terms like
IPO, capital and leverage bandied about
every week by experts known as “sharks,”
this business show not only has improved
the finance and investment vocabularies
of its viewers but also the lives of those
fortunate enough to have had their
innovative business ideas funded by
the billionaire sharks. And as it hits its
10th season and 200th episode this fall,
it continues to reel in contenders and
viewers.
Now, MUSC has its own Shark
Tank, thanks to one of the hit show’s
biggest fans – Michael Caputo, chief
information officer for MUSC.
“I love ‘Shark Tank,’” he said with
a hearty laugh. “Seeing those people
come forward with their ideas and their
companies and products, trying to figure
out how their product is going to meet a
need or niche – not just an investment
but to have people purchase their
products. I love seeing people’s ideas.
They’re great ideas. It helps me think
bigger with some of the issues we deal
with. I love that.”
During each episode of “Shark Tank,”
entrepreneurs hope to entice one or
more of the five sharks to invest in
them by presenting ingenious ideas
and offering up a specific stake in their
companies. The ultimate goal: increasing
sales or profits and building recognition
with the show’s millions of viewers.
Having been tasked by Patrick Cawley,
M.D., CEO of MUSC Health, as the
champion of the Innovation Pillar goal
at the beginning of the year, Caputo
wanted to do something novel to raise
awareness about innovation at MUSC
and infuse the culture enterprisewide
with the notion that everyone – no
matter where they work or what they do
– has the ability to be innovative. And

while his plan was to inspire MUSC to
think bigger, even he had no idea just
how big the first year would be.
Caputo envisioned something similar
to the show and conceptualized an
innovation summit that would include
a two-day event complete with a speaker,
booths featuring innovation vendors,
food trucks and games and, most
importantly, teams that would create and
present idea posters with competitors
who would move on to an actual Shark
Tank competition.
They challenged prospective
participants to develop or mainstream
fundable ideas. Caputo thought the
event would attract perhaps as many as a
dozen inventive ideas; 39 teams actually
rose to the challenge.
Alexandra O’Brien, director of
innovation and business development,
planned the event and served as the
emcee.
She explained that when MUSC
Health care members plan goals for the
fiscal year, they choose from pillar goals
such as finance, growth, quality, people
and innovation.
If someone chose the innovation
pillar goal, they had to become part
of an innovation team and choose a
champion, execute an idea campaign
for a specific area, test or launch an
innovation initiative, document the value
proposition and lessons learned, then
finally, prepare and present a compelling
poster. More than 200 picked the
innovation goal. Teams were created and
ideas thrown in hats and picked. The
winning team would receive $15,000.
On Wednesday, May 2, Innovation
Station was the place to hear keynote
speaker Laura Corder of the South
Carolina Department of Commerce and
check out posters and presentations.
More than 325 people filtered through
to take part in the day’s events and vote
at the IS kiosk for their favorite project.
Four teams were selected to compete:
Open Mic, Capturing the Sixth Vital
Sign, Ambulatory Care – Best Practices,
and Giving What’s Possible. The teams
had until 9:30 the next morning to

Photo by Anne Thompson
Members of Hollings Cancer Center’s Capturing the 6th Vital Sign team
are recognized by MUSC leaders in the first MUSC Shark Tank
Innovation Summit held May 2 and 3.
prepare their presentations for the
judges, who, like on the show, would
scrutinize each idea and lob tough
questions at the would-be entrepreneurs.
On May 3, guests packed the
auditorium to hear the presentations.
Each team had 20 minutes to wow
Cawley and the other five judges –

MUSC president David Cole, M.D.,
FACS; Jesse Goodwin, Ph.D., chief
innovation officer; Sarah Bacik, chief
strategy and business development
officer; David Mahvi, M.D., director
of the division of surgical oncology;

See Innovation on page 9

Fabulous two-story condo with roof top deck!

1 Bennett St | Walking distance to all medical facilities
Monthly or long term rental | Furnished or unfurnished
For information call 843-814-1291
IP02-1697608-1
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MUSC leadership briefed on aeromedical evacuation
BY CHUCK DIGGLE
Joint Base Charleston
Joint Base Charleston played host to
senior officials from MUSC, including
MUSC President David Cole, M.D.,
FACS, during a briefing and tour of
the aeromedical capabilities May 22 at
Joint Base Charleston, South Carolina.
The purpose of the visit was to share
information about the medical missions,
as well as the overall mission of the
various units at JB Charleston. It echoed
a visit base officials made to MUSC
earlier this year to familiarize themselves
with the institution’s facilities.
After a briefing by base officials, the
visitors from MUSC were escorted to
the flight line, where they were further
briefed onboard a C–17 during a static
display. They learned about aeromedical
evacuations and the Transportation
Isolation System, an airtight pod
intended to isolate patients exposed
to pathogens, initially developed in
response to the West African Ebola

outbreak in 2014. Members from the
315th Airlift Wing, 628th Aeromedical
Medicine Squadron and 628th
Bioenvironmental Engineering flights
touted the capabilities of JB Charleston
and showed the visitors specialized
equipment used for medical evacuations.
During the briefing, USAF Col.
Jeff Nelson, Joint Base Charleston
commander, expressed gratitude for
the relationship between the base
and MUSC. He and Cole, along with
leadership from both the base and the
hospital, discussed the possibilities of
furthering their partnership with mutual
training opportunities.
“We’ve got such a medically rich
community and great medical partners,”
added Col. Craig Lambert, 628th
Medical Group commander. “This type
of communication is what makes these
relationships work so well.”
Joint Base Charleston and MUSC
are the two largest employers in
the Charleston region, with 22,000
employees at Joint Base Charleston and
13,000 at MUSC.

science

~MUSC
Medical Unive r sity
of South Carolina

Photo provided
Members of Joint Base Charleston’s 315th Airlift Wing 628th
Aeromedical Medicine Squadron, brief MUSC leaders Dr. David Cole,
Dr. Patrick Cawley and others about readiness during a May 22 visit.
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Charleston Beer Works (up,!_!~~)

Traditional Old English Brick home in most
desirable South Windermere close pro imity
to Downtown Charleston. Beautifully
situated on the Wappoo Creek with easy
access to the Intracoastal Waterway, allowing
breathtaking views. Walking distance to
shops, restaurants and public library.
IP03-1700775-1
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OB-GYN CHIEFS BID FAREWELL TO A LEGEND

The Harborview Restaurant
& Lounge located on the top
foor of the Holiday Inn
Charlesston Riverview is the
per ectt location or your
next sppecial event!

Let our experienced staff take the stress
out of planning your next event.

Weddingg Receptions, Rehearsal
Dinners,, Bridal Luncheons, Birthday
Parties, Fa ily Reunions, Corporate
Luncheoons or Dinner Banquets.

Show this ad and receive

50% o

Restaurant rental ee.
Photo by Anne Thompson
Outgoing Department of OB-GYN chief residents Drs. Blake Butterworth, left, Lindsey
Harward, Genevieve Wolpert, Sarah Shea, Melanie Blohm, and Shauna Hemingway salute
OB-GYN professor and mentor Dr. Paul Underwood, center, as he steps down from the
department. He will now support activities in the College of Medicine’s dean’s office.

*based on availability

Holiday Inn Charleston Riverview

843-4660-1440

301 Savaannah Highway
www.hirriverview. om
Na’Denee Horry,
Sales & Catering
Manager nadene@hiriverview.com

Holidaglnn
Charleston
IP03-1681181-1

Riverview

843 .556 .7100

“My Reviews Speak for Themselves”

David Ke t
“I would highly recommend David Kent. He is incredi ly
knowledgea le and extremely accommodating. He truly has
the uyers' est interest at heart and is a pro at negotiating.”

The Real

Bu1er's Agent
Home Buyer's Choice, Inc.

2017 SC Realtor
of the Year

www.DavidKent.net | 843.606.0824

IP02-1701228-1
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and R. Todd Watkins, DDS, a serial
entrepreneur known for creating
companies and schools. They had 10
minutes to sell their ideas and 10 to
endure the judges’ grilling.
“The questions were really good.
Tough,” said O’Brien. “The judges all
have ties to innovation and know their
stuff. Dr. Mahvi asked in detail about
the products — just like the real ‘Shark
Tank.’”
DISTRESS TOOL TAKES TOP HONOR
While all four ideas received high
marks, Hollings Cancer Center’s
Capturing the 6th Vital Sign team
was declared the winner for designing
an inventive distress–screening
questionnaire that will help cancer
patients experience a much more holistic
and compassionate experience — $15,000
goes a long way in launching efforts.
Tara Lock, the administrator for
Oncology Integrated Centers of Clinical
Excellence, served as the team champion.
“We’re very proud of that little tool,” she
said.
She explained that one of the
accreditation requirements in oncology
is to monitor patients’ distress. They
don’t tell you how to do it, she said,
just that you have to do it. She was part
of the team tasked with figuring out
the best way to accomplish this. Team
members envisioned an electronic tool,
and information technology specialist
Laura Cole helped them put a prototype
together. Once it was ready, they needed
to determine the best ways in which to
use the information.
“That’s where the referrals come in,”
Lock said. “If, for instance, someone
had a high concern about their financial
burden, we now had a referral over to the
financial counselor to help that patient.”
She said before that it was essentially
tribal knowledge — unwritten
information that only a select few knew
about.
“We didn’t have a standardized path
for a patient to get to the social worker
or the chaplain – it was by happenstance.
Now we, with this tool, have a
coordinated effort so all patients will
be screened, and all patients who have
needs like that — no matter what point in

their care — we now have a mechanism to
send a message to the support services:
This patient needs you.”
Lock said that what the Hollings team
does really well is cancer care.
“We know what we’re doing and do
it well. However, we don’t tend to ask
patients about the other things that
impact their care. It hasn’t been in
our wheelhouse. Docs do their things.
Nurses do their thing. But who is doing
supportive care, and where are they? We
have them, but what are we doing to
help? The doctor can do everything right,
but if that patient can’t get here, and we
didn’t know that, then shame on us.”
HCC, she explained, is now in the
business of caring for the entire patient.
“That means helping patients get here.
Helping them get home. Helping them
get their meds, with their faith issues,
with their behavioral health. If a patient
has a survivable disease but they can’t get
here, they don’t have insurance or copays
are too high, that’s going to prevent their
care. We should know about it, because
there are other options for them.”
It’s not enough to provide medicine,
surgery and radiation, she said. Patients
shouldn’t be on their own to figure out
what they don’t know.
“We can do better, because we know
better. That’s the impetus for this tool,
and that’s the passion we all have about
it, because it’s so hard to see and deliver
half of the equation. Opening this up
to the whole patient and helping them
overcome barriers to receiving care is so
cool, because it’s the right thing to do.”
AN ANNUAL SHARK TANK
The event was a success. Caputo was
thrilled for the winners and contenders.
He believes MUSC will actually see many
of the projects come to fruition.
When it was all said and done,
O’Brien particularly enjoyed seeing the
whole MUSC community come together
and get excited about innovation.
“We had so much participation, and
there was constant traffic. This event
elevated the scope of innovation at
MUSC and paved the way for more
people to potentially get involved.”
Caputo agreed. “This event made
innovation more mainstream in a
sense. A lot of people just thought
of innovation as something that is

Photo by Anne Thompson
Participants review project idea posters near the MUSC Innovation
Station at the Colbert Education and Library Building for the first MUSC
Innovation Summit.
done in certain departments, but this
showed that anyone can get involved.
Departments that made it to the Shark
Tank have nothing to do with innovation
as we typically think about it a MUSC.”
His view on innovation is simple.
“Like Dr. Cole says, ‘We all have to
own innovation.’ We don’t necessarily
get up every day and think, ‘We have
to be innovative today!’ For me, what
seemed like an exciting new way to do
innovation was to localize it and let
leaders and teams put their own spin
on it. What made it real was to have
some sort of an outcome and create an
environment where people who don’t
typically consider themselves to be
innovative get to be innovative. I saw
very proud teams exchanging ideas and
information with other folks.”
The results, he said, exceeded his

expectations — from the quantity
of projects that were presented and
proposals that were brought forward to
the great variation in the types of ideas
that were generated.
He’d like to see it become an annual
event.
“People are now aware of the event
and how much fun it was. I would love
to see us do it again next year with even
more participation across the enterprise.
It would be fun to engage students and
have each college do its own competition
and have the best from each college
participate. Again, making it local. If we
can get the students, staff and faculty
engaged, I think that would bring
innovation into the mainstream of what
we’re doing and talking about here at
MUSC."

650 Harbor Cr k Plac
Absolutely stunning END UNIT in HIGHLY sought a ter Harbor Creek.
Beauti ul marsh views with antastic sun-room and open deck or those
spectacular sunsets year round. Master bedroom on the main level and
great fow o space. Beauti ul kitchen with great fow o space into dining
area and main living room with freplace. The sun-room allows or great
sunsets year round and the light in this wonder ul end unit is spectacular.
The pool is an oasis in and o it sel and the location to downtown and the beaches is unparalleled.
Sprinkler system in the home. Most likely the best view o all the units in Harbor Creek. Just minutes
rom downtown, MUSC, Boeing and the historic district. Very close to shopping and all fne dining in
the area. Great location or out o town guests to visit you! $429,500 | 18007206

BRYAN THOMPSON

AgentOwned Charleston Group
902 Savannah Hwy | Charleston, SC 29407-7802 ...
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Mobile screenings help employees know their health info
BY CATHERINE SMITH
smitcathi@musc.edu

to complete the Imagine U Health Risk
Assessment in MyQuest. Imagine U is
a healthy lifestyle initiative developed
by Susan L. Johnson, Ph. D., director
of the Office of Health Promotion, and
ties in with the MUSC strategic plan
Imagine 2020 goal of building healthy
communities.
“Knowing your numbers is the
first step,” said Johnson. Employees
can put their information into an
easy and confidential platform called
MyLifeCheck through the link on
MyQuest. The health risk assessment is
completely anonymous and data is only
available to MUSC as a compilation.
“We will be able to use the aggregate data
to set outcome metrics for the initiative,”
said Johnson.
The Imagine U campaign will kick
off in July. Using their own health risk
assessment info, employees will set
personal goals. The idea is that better
personal health will translate into a
healthier MUSC community.

W

orksite health screenings are
planned for June 26 on the
Greenway, from 7 until 9 a.m. and 5
until 7 p.m. Blood pressure readings and
basic labs will be provided as part of the
Office of Health Promotion’s ”Know
Your Numbers” campaign. Employees
will be able to gather vital health
information in a five–minute walk–up
visit.
“No appointment is necessary. We
are just trying to get as many employees
as possible to participate,” said Elonda
Threat–Seabrook, RN, an MUSC
gastroenterology nurse and student
in the RN–to–BSN program, who is
working with the screening program as
part of a class project. “The Greenway
is a central location, and with the times
offered, we are hoping to catch people
coming and going to work,” she added.
Employees can use the information

Imagine
Building

U

Well-being

Together
Wt:,~:

All MUSC

“Over the course of the program, there
will be self checks, competitions, and
some pretty cool prizes,” said Johnson.
“It’s really about getting baseline data
to see, after we implement all these
tactics, how we can improve the health
of the people at MUSC,” said Andrea
Coyle, RN, director of the Magnet
program.
The upcoming screenings on the
Greenway will measure blood pressure,
total cholesterol, fasting glucose, height
and weight. Readings will be more
accurate if an employee fasts beforehand,
but there is still value for labs drawn
without fasting.

“It is worthwhile to get random
blood draws,” said Elaine Amella, a
professor in the College of Nursing and
former nurse practitioner. “Nobody can
consume enough calories to push their
blood glucose up to 400.” A high nonfasting glucose reading would indicate an
underlying issue.
Employee well-being is important to
MUSC Health, and significant resources
will be allocated to improving our
community health through the Imagine
U campaign. It all starts with the first
step: employees participating in mobile
health screenings.

Active directory being integrated into Horseshoe
The Digital Services team within Information Solutions is pleased to
announce that we are integrating the Active Directory into our intranet, the
Horseshoe (http://horseshoe.musc.edu/), beginning June 12 at 9 a.m.
What does this mean to you?
Currently, employees can’t access the Horseshoe (intranet) when they are
away from the MUSC campus without using a Virtual Private Network (VPN)
connection. With this new change, they will be able to enter their Net IDs and
passwords to view the Horseshoe off campus. The login page will look very
similar to other MUSC applications, as shown below.
Contact webcms@musc.edu with any questions.

Employees
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1MAGINE NATION

With mor e than 70 percent of MUSC family members already engaged in our
new enterprisewide employee well-b eing program, you've likely heard about
Imagine U or already have gott n und erway with the program. If you haven't
jumped in just y t, it's ea y to get started in ju t three easy rep :
l. Know your numbers.
2. Comp lete your Hea lth Risk As essment. It takes just a few minutes on.line.
3. et your personal goals.
For derail on thes tlu st p , vi it mu c. du/ ohp, ;ind clickon "Imagine U"
on the right.

•

NEWWELL-BEING
CHALLENGES
JUSTAROUNDTHECORNER

If you hav air ady com pl t cl th e steps to g r started, th r ' exciting n ws!
Well-b eing challenges will launch in MyQu est beginning July 1. You'll find
fun w 11-bing hallenge de igned to upport your goal , ranging from work
life balanc e, alcohol ri k reductio1 , b om ing more resilien to purcha ing
healthier food from th grocery tore and vend ing machines, trying new healt hy
r dp sand incr asing muscl mass and improving flexibility.
What v r your goals, tl1ere ar challeng s just for you. And the b st part i ,
you can earn some great prizes just by comp leting challeng . You'll b hearing
much more about tl1at soon.

LETTERS OF GRATITUDE
MUSC President Dr. David J. Cole and campus leaders often receive heartfelt letters
or emails from patients, patient families and staff commenting on the excellent care
and experiences they’ve experienced while at MUSC. Periodically, The MUSC Catalyst
News will reprint these letters (or excerpts from these letters) recognizing employees and
their continuing commitment to putting patients and families first.

Good evening Dr. Cole. I know you are an extremely busy man, but I had
to take a moment to let you know how wonderful your Children’s Neurology
Clinic is and has been for my family.
I am not used to the type of service or understanding we receive from the
wonderful physicians and physician’s assistants in this department. They are
all wonderful to a level I can’t exactly relay in an email and treat my daughter
and I with respect and kindness each time we visit or need to contact them.
Especially extraordinary is physician assistant Natalie Schmidt. She responds
quickly, listens to me as a mother and goes out of her way to understand and
assist in any way she can.
I truly just wanted to say thank you for leading such an amazing group of
people and let you know…you and they are doing an amazing job!
Sincerely,
Jackie Leggette
Instructional Technology Specialist
Beech Hill Elementary School

In the meantime ... Save the dace for a fun beach-themed event celebratin g
lmagine U.

MUSC Hollings Cancer Center

FREE SKIN CANCER SCREENINGS

Imagine U

, Building

Well-being

Together

Imagine U
Celebration
Beach-inspired well-being
information and more!

Tuesday. July 10
in the Horseshoe

I

activities , refreshments

,

Saturday, June 16, 2018
77 Center St.
Folly Beach Baptist Church
Parking Lot - 9am to 1pm

11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
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July 14, 2018
Isle of Palms Front Beach

Saturday,
Parking
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OUR STRATEGYfor the future

Area - 9am to 1pm

• Open to the public
• No Appointment Required
• Complete your screening form ahead
of time at:
https://mobileheahh.hcc.musc.edu

Call 843 -792 -0878 for more information
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All in a day’s fun

MUSC President Dr. David Cole, center, joins Salma Babiker, from left,
Jessica Lewis and Alexandria Green of Hollings Cancer Center’s Clinical
Trials Office, as they enjoy the fun and entertainment available at the
Horseshoe and Charleston Medical District Greenway for the annual
MUSC Employee Appreciation Day celebration.

Photos by Anne Thompson
MUSC medical students Tristan Young, left, and Brittany Hozik play
cornhole at the Horseshoe as part of the May 9 MUSC Employee
Appreciation Day activities. The picnic–themed event featured music,
games and entertainment for employees, faculty, students and staff.
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